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Introduction
Proteins having no detectable sequence similarity can adopt similar 3Dt structures. Similarities are often observed for proteins having no functional similarity, or from different kingdoms or tissues (e.g. Holm & Sander, 1993a; Russell & Barton, 1993a) . Despite the possibility for almost infinite variation at the level of the gene, Nature is apparently restricted to a limited number of protein folds.
Currently there are approximately 2000 proteins of known 3D structure, which can be classified further into approximately 150 unique fold families . A fold family is a collection of proteins having similar 3D structures, but not necessarily any sequence or functional similarity. Many families contain members with no common features across their sequences (for example, the uf B-barrel, greek key B-barrel and jelly-roll folds).
Here, to simplify discussion, we introduce a three state classification of protein 3D structural similarities. At one extreme (type A) are pairs of proteins sharing sequence, structural and (usually) functional similarity. Typ" ,4 similarities include the globins, mammalian serine proteinases, Ig variable domains and cytochromes c.In the middle (type B) are those proteins having structural and functional similarity, but little sequence similarity, such as the mammalian and bacterial serine proteinases, azurin/plastocyanin, the Rossmann fold dehydrogenases (e.g. lactate, alcohol, etc.), Ig domains and CD4, aspartic proteinase lobes, rhodanese domains, and the heat shock protein/actin fold. Finally, at the other extreme (type C), are proteins with only 3D structural similarity, such as the Rossmann fold domains (e.g. lactate dehydrogenase and glycogen phosphorylase), uf p barrels, and greek k"y 0 barrels (".g. Ig domains, azurin, superoxide dismutase, etc.). Families of types ,B and C often contain members with some structural differences, and with large insertions required to align structures accurately (e.g. haemocyanin compared to superoxide dismutase; or fheulB barrels from aldolase and rubico). Since functional similarity is difficult to define, the divisions between each type are not discrete, though the three categories provide a convenient means for classifying an observed structural similarit;z The frequently used terms "homologous" and "analogous" probably define types A and C, respectively, with B falling somewhere in between. When comparing protein sequences or 3D structures, generally, type A and some type B similarities are detectable by sequence comparison methods (see Argos et al., 1991 for a review) though many type B similarities are undetectable unless one considers 3D structure or functional information for one member of the family (e.g. Barton & Sternberg, t Abbreviations used: 3D, three-dimensional; Ig, immunoglobulin; RMS, root mean square; SH2, src homology 2; SH3, src homology 3; HNF-3, hepatocyte nuclear factor 3; the standard three letter and one letter abbreviations for amino acids are also used throuehout. 1990; Bowie et a|.,1991; Jones et al. , 1992) . Structural similarities of type C areusually only detectable when both 3D structures are considered (Mitchell et al., 1989; Taylor, 1989; Russell & Barton, I9g2) , with some notable exceptions (Jones et al., 1992; Godzik et al., 1993) . Protein structural families frequently contain similarities spanning types 1 through C. Figure I shows an example for the family of greek k"y f barrel structures. The figure shows three similar pairs: (a) two Ig light chain variable domains (-4) , which share functional and sequence similarity; (b) an Ig light chain variable domain and the N-terminal domain of CD4 (B ) , which are both immune system recognition proteins; and (c) an Ig light chain variable domain and poplar plastocyanin (C), which are similar only in that they have a similar arrangement of seyen B strands.
Despite dozens of examples of similarities of types B and C, little is understood as to why different sequences can adopt similar 3D structures. Most studies to date have dealt with specific families of proteins having functional similarity (i.e. types A and B), such as the globins (Lesk & Chothia, 1980; Bashford et al., 1987; Pastore et al., lg88; Bordo & Argos, 1990 , 1991 , the Ig domains (Chothia & Lesk, 1982) , blue copper (plastocyanin-like) photosynthetic proteins (Lesk & Chothia, Ig82 Adman, 1984) , nucleotide binding folds (Rossmann et al., 1974 Rossmann & Argos, Ig76; Otto et al., 1980) , oligonucleotide/oligosaccharide binding folds (Sixma et al., 1993; Murzin, 1993) , proteinases (Blundell et al., 1979; Craik et al., 1983) or alB hydrolases (Ollis et al., 1992) . However, some studies have considered more distantly related protein 3D structures (i.e. type C), such as greek k"y f barrels (Hazes & Hol, 1992; , globin/phycocyanin/ colicin A (Pastore & Lesk, lg90; Holm & Sander, 1993b) , uf p barrels (Farber & Petsko, 1990; Farber, 1993) , B trefoils (Murzin et al., 1992; , toxin-agglutinin folds (Drenth et al., 1980) or jelly-roll folds (Chelvanayagam et al., 1992) . Such studies generally suggest functional and packing features common to a particular family, though they provide few generalisations that might be applied to other protein structural families. Similarities of type A (and some of type B) have common features in the protein cores and around common binding or active sites. Similarities of type C (and some of type,B) often have few common features. X'or example, even the most distantly related oxygen carrying globin folds (type A andB similarities)share haem binding residues as well as several k"y hydrophobic core residues (Bashford et al., lg87; Pastore et a,1., 1988) . However, when one adds to the family the structurally similar, but functionally different, phycocyanin and colicin A structures, few common residues can be found (Pastore & Lesk, lgg0; Holm & Sander, 1993b) .
There have been some investigations into the general features of structurally similar proteins. Chothia & Lesk (1986) common core. They also found a logarithmic relationship between sequence identity and RMS deviation on core main-chain atoms; RMS deviation increased exponentially with decreasing sequence identity. Pascarella & Argos (1992) considered families of protein 3D structures and established general rules for the occurrence of insertions and deletions (e.g. that they prefer to be between I to 5 residues, and rarely occur within helices or strands). X'lores et a,l. (1993) examined how RMS deviation, number of Co to Co contacts, solvent accessibility Xt angle and secondary structure behaved as a function of sequence identity for 90 pairs of structurally similar proteins. They found an approximately inverse linear relationship between the variation of all of these properties and sequence identityz X'or pairs of structures having a similar sequence identity, they found little difference between homologous (i.e. type A and some type B similarities) and analogous (i.e. some type B and type C similarities) proteins.
Detection of type B and C similarities prior to 3D structural determination is of great interest, since detection and alignment can avail tertiary structure informationui,a homology modelling, and can suggest experiments to determine biological function. In an attempt to detect more typeB and C similarities than is possible by sequence comparison, many methods for providing the best fit of a sequence to a structure have been described (Sippl, 1990; Bowie et a|.,1991; Luthy et al ., i 99 1 ; Overingt on et a,l., 1992; Jones et al., 1992; Johnson et al., 1993; Bryant & Lawrence, lg93; Godzik et al.,1993; Wilmanns & Eisenberg, 1993; see Bowie & Eisenberg, 1993 or Wodak & Rooman, 1993 for reviews). These methods have been inspired by the earlier work of Novotny et al. (1984 Novotny et al. ( , 1988 , which showed that purposefully misfolded proteins gave rise to favourable energies using CHARMm parameters (Brooks et al., 1983) . Novotny et al. found that the misfolded proteins had more hydrophobic residues exposed to solvent and more buried ionisable side-chains. Though the details diffea most methods for fitting sequence to 3D structure provide a measure of the quality of the fit based on one or more of: (a) accessibility preferences; (b) loop solvation potentials; (c) secondary structure preferences; and (d) amino acid pair preferences (discussed below). Sippl (1990) first suggested the use of amino acid pair preferences (derived from analysis of known protein 3D structures) for measuring sequence and structure compatibility. Pair preferences provide a measure of how likely each type of amino acid is to interact with every other type, and can be used to assess the quality ofthe fit ofa sequence to a 3D structure ifone threads a sequence onto the known structure. Optimal sequence threading involves getting the best alignment of sequence and 3D structure by a consideration of such pair preferences. The use of pair preferences means that threading, unlike most methods of protein sequence alignment, is a 3D problem, since moving residues along the sequence in one region of the structure can affect residues separated by , long length of sequence. Several threading algorithms for protein fold detection have been described (Jones et al., L992; Godzik et al., 1993; Sippl & Weitckus, 1992; Bryant & Lawrence, 1993) .
Methods of protein fold detection have met with some success, being able to detect similarities (and provide accurate sequence alignments) between proteins having little sequence similarity, but which are known to adopt a similar 3D structure. However, most of the success appears to be associated with aligning structures of similarity types A andB. Many type B and C similarities remain difficult to detect or align accuratel;4 particularly when pair preferences are not used. For example, the 3D-lD method of Bowie et al. (1991) is apparently unable to detect the similarities between hexokinase and actin (Bowie et a,l., 1991; Thornton et a,l., 1991) , between enterotoxin verotoxin (Sixma et a|.,1993) , or between various ulBbarrels (Pickettet al., lgg2) . However, the use of pair preferences can enable detection and alignment of several type ,B and C similarities. For example, the method of Jones et al. (1992) accurately found myohaemerythrin to be a plausible fold for cytochrome F,562 by threading the B,562 sequence onto each of a database of I02 representative folds, despite the lack of sequence or functional similarity between these proteins. The method of Godzik et al. (1993) detected the similarity between the plastocyanin and immunoglobulin structures by using.a template derived from the plastocyanin structure to search a sequence database.
An assumption common to fold detection methods is that certain structural features (such as those described by Novotny et al. and Sippl) are conserved or shared across proteins having similar 3D structures, even in the absence of sequence similarity. In order for these methods to be successful, secondary structure, accessibility and/or particular side-chain to side-chain interactions must be conserved across similar protein 3D structures. To date, there has been little investigation as to the conservation of particular side-chain properties within distantly related proteins. Studies have concentrated on closely related protein 3D structures (i.e. type A or some type -B similarities), and these have been used to derive environment specific parameters for side-chain substitutions (Overington et al., 1990 (Overington et al., , 1992 Bowie et a1.,1990 Bowie et a1., , 1991 Luthy et al., 1991; Johnson et a,1., 1993) . The high degree of similarity in the proteins used to derive the parameters need not necessarily apply to more distantly related protein pairs, which is, perhaps, why these methods appear to make only a marginal improvement over methods that do not make use of 3D structural data (Taylor, 1986b; Gribskov ef al., 1987; Lipman & Pearson, 1985; Barton & Sternberg, 1990; Henikoff & Henikoff, lee3).
In this paper, protein 3D structural alignments are used to investigate the conservation of side-chain accessibility, secondary structure and side-chain to side-chain interactions within protein 3D structure pairs having a range of similarities (i.e. types A-B-C). The importance of the results for protein fold detection methods and protein evolution is discussed.
Methods
(a) Multiple a,li,gnment of protein 3D structures
The protein structural families considered are given in Table 1 .^All structures are refined and of a resolution of 2.5 A or better, with the exception of the viral coat proteins, which are all refined structures with resolutions between 2.8 and 3.2 ]\. As a further test of structural quality, PROCHECK (Morris et al., Lgg2) was run on all proteins in the dataset using a resolution of 2.5 A. Those structures showing large deviations (i.e. "WORSE") from typical values for main-and side-chain parameters were not used in the stud;z Despite poorer resolutions, the viral coat proteins listed in Table I were found to have a stereochemical quality comparable to a good 2.5 A structure, which is expected since molecular averaging greatly improves the quality of these medium resolution structures. All structures were taken from the January 1993 release of the Brookhaven protein databank (Bernstein et a,l.,1977) , with the exception of sheep 6-phosphogluconate dehydrogenase, L. mesenteroid,s glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase (PGD and G6P; kindly provided by Dr M. J. Adams); the human fyn SH3 domain (SH3; kindly provided by Dr M. E. M. Noble); chicken src SH2 domain (SH2; kindly provided by Dr J. Kuriyan); and human HI{X'-3 (HNF; kindly provided by Dr S. K. Burley).
Alignments were generated using the STAMP package (Russell & Barton, Igg2; Russell, lgg4) . Pairs of structures that could not be aligned accurately by the method (due to gross structural deviations, etc.) were ignored. It is important to emphasise that the alignments used in this paper are derived from comparison of threedimensional structures, and thus provide a more accurate set of residue equivalences than alignments created without 3D structural information. Within each family of protein 3D structures, every possible pair of structures were aligned separately to give the most accurate structural alignment. Structurally equivalent regions were defined according to Russell & Barton (1992) by those regions having a residueby-residue structural similarity index Pio24.E for segments of two or more residues.
A total of 607 pairs of aligned protein BD structures, varying in sequence and 3D structural similarity \ryere obtained. Typ* .4 similarities were d9fi_ned as those proteins having a sequence similarity (%Iz see below) greater than 20%. The remaining similarities were classified as type B or C depending on whether the proteins were functionally similar. 137 pairs were classified as type A, 292 as type B and 178 as type C. InTable l, functionally similar proteins (i.e. types A and B) are named (e.g. "Oxygen carriers,, within the globin fold family). In all the plots that follow, similarities of types A and B are indicated by the symbol x and type C similarities are indicated by the symbol o. Type A and BIC similarities are separated in all plots by a line at YoI = 20.
To get a measure of background, lO pairs of dissimilar structures were aligned using a sequence comparison algorithm (Barton & Sternberg, lg87) , with Dayhoff's PAM250 matrix (Dayhoff et al., Ig78) and a fixed gap opening penalty of 8. These pairs are 
Protein 3D structural families are given in boldface. In parentheses after each family name are the types of 3D structural similarities contained within the family (see the text). X'unctional (type,4 andB) similarities (e.g. Dehydrogenases) are named. 3D structures are specified by their PDB code, chains (if any) are given after an underscore ( -). The range of residues considered is given aft'er the PDB code and chain; all, implies that all residues in the specified code/chain were considered.
given in Table 2 .In all the plots that folloq dissimilar structural pairs are indicated by the symbol d.
(b) Sequence si,rni,larity In this study, sequence identity (%I) is defined as:
where l^o,is the number of amino acids in the shorter of the two sequences or structures being compared a,rrdrL;4"n1;",7 is the number of positions in the alignment that have the same amino acid.
X'or the 607 pairs considered in this study, the range of %I is l.l to 86.2%o. For the 16 dissimilar pairs, optimal sequence alignment gives %oI between 9.3 and 2I.6%. The much higher minimum %I for dissimilar pairs can be explained by the different methods used to align the sequences. For the pairs of similar protein 3D structures, the alignment was derived by a comparison of 3D structures; for the dissimilar pairs the optimal alignment was obtained by comparison of sequences. Randomly aligned unrelated sequences can give values of %oI between 5 and 6%o. I:lowever, if a sequence comparison algorithm (Needleman & Wunsch, 1970; Barton, 1990 ) is used to optimise the alignment of two unrelated sequences the expected %I is between 16 and 18% (on average; G.J.B., unpublished data). Since many of the pairs of similar 3D structures used in this study have little or no sequence similarity, and since the method used to align 3D structures in this study does not consider sequence information, alignments derived from 3D structure comparison can give very low values for %1. The values for o/ol for similar and dissimilar protein 3D structures are thus not directly comparable. Accordingly, dissimilar proteins were given YoI = 0 for clarity (see points labelled d in the plots that follow).
(c) Structural sim'ilarity
The structural similarity index from the structure comparison method of Russell & Barton (1992) was calculated for all 607 protein pairs. Briefly, 8, provides an overall measure of global structural similarity. Pairs of proteins having 3D structure and sequence similarity usually have S, values between 5.5 and 9.8; those having only 3D structure similarity usually have values between 2.5 and 5.5. The names of the folds comprising each pair are as given in Table l . 3D structures are specified by their PDB chain, code and ranqe as for Table l. (d) Second,ary structure and, accessibi,li,ty Secondary structure assignments and accessibilities were defined by the Definition of Secondary Structure in Proteins program (DSSP; Kabsch & Sander, 1983) . Secondary structure assignments were converted to a three state representation for simplicity: helix = DSSP a-helix, 31s-helix; beta = DSSP B-laddea p-bridge; coil = DSSP not (a-helix, 316-helix, B-laddea or B-bridge). Relative accessibilities were calculated by dividing the DSSP accessibility by the accessibility for a GXG tripeptide given by Rose & Dworkin (1989) . When one chain or domain was extracted from a PDB file, DSSP was run on the domain separately, excluding heteroatoms, such as substrates, not integral to the 3D structure.
(e) 9id,e-chain to sid,e-cha,in interacti,on potent'ial All contacts, defined as any atom-atom distance of less than 5 A, were calculated and tabulated for each of the 102 unique 3D structures given by Jones et al. (1992) . Residues were considered to be in contact if they had at least one shared contact between the atoms of their side-chains.
Several authors have described potentials for the interaction of two residues within protein structures. Some make use of a reduced representative protein structure (Sippl, lgg0; Jones et al., 1992; Bryant & Lawrence, 1993) , whereas others consider all atoms (Godzik et al., lggS) . In this study every atom-atom contact made between protein side-chains was used to derive a simple pseudo-energy term for the interaction of two residues P and Q:
where E(P,0) is defined by: E(P, Q) = -RT rnp 6r =2.5 kJ lmor), I\" 1/, is the observed number of contacts between residues of type P and Q, and 1/, is the expected number (assuming a random model), and Z, is a reference state energy (discussed below).
Given a database of known 3D structures, a set of pair potentials can be derived by counting the number of times a particular amino acid contact occurs and dividing this numberby the number of times expected given the total number of contacts made by each amino acid. For any given amino acid pair, the expected number of side-chain-side-chain contacts under a random model assumption is (Warme & Morgan, 1978 where r denotes all amino acids, I{(r, r) is the total number of side-chain to side-chain contacts in the dataset, and where -l/(P, r) and I{(Q, r) are the total number of side-chain to side-chain contacts made by residues of type P and Q, respectively. Cont acts within the database of 102 unique folds were counted, and the observed number of contacts for each pair of amino acids were used to calculate E(P,Q). The reference state energy Eo was calculated by taking the average of all values of E(P,Q), which gives E" = 0.033 kJ/mol. Values of LE(P, @) were calculated by the equations described above, and are given in Table 3 . The columns/rows of Table 3 can be used to classify amino acids according to their pair preferences. A measure of the difference in pair preference can be obtained by summing the absolute differences between the values in each column for every possible pair of amino acids. X'igure 2 shows a complete linkage dendrogram for these data. The clustering of the hydrophobic residues (M, A, V L, I, W X') is similar to clustering by side-chain properties (Taylor, lg86a) , and shows their similar pair preferences. However, unlike other classifications of the amino acids, the charges cluster separately (i.e. R and K do not cluster Values are A,E(P, Q)( = E(P, Q) -W) in units of kJimol as described in the text. All values are multiplied by 100 for claritSz with E and D), suggesting (as expected) that positive and negative residues, when in contact with other residues, are unlikely to undergo mutations involving a change in sign.
When considering a single pair of interacting residues, the pair potentials provide an approximate test of whether the interaction is favourable (i.e. whether or not it will effect to stabilise or destabilise the overall fold) simply by investigating the sign of Table 3 . The numbers on the X axis correspondto the minimum sum of absolute differences for each cluster (".g. W and X' cluster together with a sum of absolute differences of r 1.8).
LE(P, Q)
. Negative values (i.e. A,E(P, 0)<0) will be expected to stabilise the fold, whereas positive values will be expected to be disruptive. Although the pair potentials discussed here differ from many of those used previously (Sippl, 1990; Jones et al., lgg2; Godzik et aL, 1993; Bryant & Lawrence, 1993) , the signs of A,E(P,Q) are similar, suggesting that this simple test, and the results that follow, would differ little if another pair potential was used.
(f) Compa,ri,son of ,interact'ing res'id,ues w,ith,in prote,in structure pai,rs
Each of the 607 aligned pairs of structures was considered separatel;z Within an aligned pair of structures (i.e. proteins I and 2) two pairs of residues are defined:
i, andj (protein 1) z' and j' (protein 2).
In the alignment, position a is aligned with position a' and position j is aligned with position j'. X'igure 3 illustrates these definitions for a pair of simple 3D structures. All pairs of interacting residues \\,€re required to have more than four residues between them on the sequence (i.e. (a -j)>5). All possible (i, j), (i,' , j') combinations were considered as to whether: (l ) the positions are in contact in one or both structures, (2) if in contact whether or not the interaction is favourable (i.e. is LE(i,,f )<O and/or LE('i' ,J') < 0), or (3) if both structures are in contact aL these positions, whether the interactions are similar.
Tests I and 2 provide information about the general nature of interactions within protein structures when considered individuall;z For example, the data may show how the number of favourable interactions behaves as a function of sequence length. Test 3 provides information as to how different sequences (often with little or no apparent sequence similarity) adopt similar three-dimensional structures, and thus requires further description.
When comparing positions found to be in contact at two aligned positions there are three possibilities: (1) both interactions can be favourable; (2) one interaction can be favourable (and the other unfavourable); and (3) both interactions can be unfavourable. Situations where both interactions are favourable (i.e. when LE(i,,f )<O and LE(i',j')<0), can be sub-divided by considering the intermediates involved in mutating one interaction to the other. In other words, if one were to mutate, in two steps, the interaction (i, j) to (z', j'), two mutations would be involved, and the two possible evolutionary paths would be:
Of course, such evolutionary paths are hypothetical, since the mutation of one pair of residues to another may involve more than one intermediate. However, considering both hypothetical paths enables all shared favourable interactions to be sub-divided by considering the stability of the intermediates (e.g. LE(i', j) and LE(i,, j')). There are three possible situations:
(1) Highly similar interactions, defined as those positions with both intermediates having a favourable pseudo-energy (i.e. , LE(i,r')<0 and A,E(i,',J)(0).
(2) Partly similar interactions, defined as those positions having one favourable intermediate (i.e. either LE (i,r') < 0 or L,E (i,',r) < 0).
(3) Complementary changes, defined as those positions with both intermediates having an unfavourable pseudo-energy (i.e., AZ(i, j')r 0 and LE(i"j) > 0).
Typ" I describes interactions of a similar character in both structures, and thus suggests features common to the two structures (and perhaps to the fold in general). Typ" 2 describes less similar interactions, suggesting those positions on the point of diverging a\May from each other. Pairs of interactions of type 3 are the most interesting, since they are interactions of significantly different character in the two structures, yet which both contribute to the respective stabilities.
By considering the abundancies of the amino acids, it is posible to determine the expected frequency of the interactions described above. All 32,851 unique possible combinations of two residue pairs involving 19 amino acids (excluding glycine, which can make no side-chain to side-chain contacts) were classified by the above definitions. The results are shown in Table 4 . The weighted frequencies provide the expected limits for the types of mutated pairs of interacting residues. Given a hypothetical situation where two proteins having a similar 3D structure were known to be related convergently (i.e. that their most recent common ancestor had a different 3D structure), then one would expect L7.l% of the total possible number of shared interactions to be favourable; this can be further sub-divided into 6.8% highly similar, 5.0% partly similar and 5.3% complementary changes. Weighted numbers are those calculated by accounting for the abundancies of the amino acids. The total is not I00yo, since glycine residues (having no side-chains) are ignored. were defined (0<A<5%, 5<A<25yo, A>25%), corresponding to buried, half-buried and exposed (e.g. see Miller et al., 1987; Bowie et al., 1991) . Positions within pairs of aligned structures were defined as conserved with respect to accessibility if structures had accessibilities in the same categor;r X'igure 5 shows the percentage of these positions aersus %1. Most pairs of structures have > 40% of such positions in common, though some pairs of structurally similar proteins have a degree of accessibility conservation similar to dissimilar structural pairs, which have between 33.0 and 60.0% conservation of these positions just by chance.
Results
Defining conservation of accessibility after Miller et al. (1987) many pairs of distantly related proteins have a degree of residue by residue accessibility conservation comparable to that observed for pairs of dissimilar protein structures.
(c) Core structure Figure 6 shows how the percentage of structural equivalence (i.e. the fraction of the smallest structure that lies within structurally similar regions) behaves as a function of %1. Proteins having detectable sequence similarity (i.e. %I>20%) generally have over 60% structural equivalence, or common structural regions. However, as %I drops, the percentage of structural equivalence drops to as low as 28.9%o. This is a consequence of distantly related protein structures being similar only within their core secondary structures and having loop/turn regions that differ substantiall;r This fraction is somewhat less than that reported by Chothia & Lesk (1986) , who found a minimum of x42%o, though their 32 protein structure pairs were more closely related than the 607 pairs used in this stud5r For example, the globin fold family studied by Chothia and Lesk contained only haem containing globins and lacked the more distantly related phycocyanin and colicin A structures, which are included in this stud;l (d) Second,ary structure For pairs of homologous proteins, secondary structure agreement can be as low as 70% (Russell & Barton, 1993b; Flores eta|.,1993) . X'igure 7 shows how three-state secondary structure identity (balculated in the same manner as YoI) behaves as a function of %1. For type ,4 similarities, secondary structure agreement is between 67.0 and gg.6Yo. X'or type B and C similarities, the possible variation in secondary structure content is much greater (range of 40.1 to 87.9%), with the lowest observed pairS having secondary structure identities similar to those for dissimilar structures (between 10.6 and 50.6%). Nearly all pairs having secondary structure identities less than 50% are all B proteins, which could be rigor" ?. H; trr" p"r"u.,**" ", poritiol. rrurrir,lrrr" same 3 state secondary structure assignment behaves as a function of the percent sequence identity (%I). 50 1oo t$r"n*,"ngnn t* 250 3oo Figure 9 . How the number of residue pairs with side-chains in contact behaves as a function ofthe sequence length.
explained by the shorter (on average) length of B strands compared to a helices making matches of secondary structure strings longer on average for helix containing proteins.
(e\ RMS d,eui,ati,on X'igure 8 shows RMS deviation, calculated using the method of Mclachlan (1979) for pairs of equivalent common core Co atoms aersus %1. The Figure is similar to that shown by Chothia and Lesk (1986) , though with substantially more spread, which one would expect given the greater structural variation of the protein pairs considered here.
Three interesting outliers are labelled on the plot. Two distantly related globin structures (sea hare and leghaemoglobin; IMBA and 2LHl) show a higher RMS deviation than other structural pairs of a similar o/ol, which might be explained by the large variations in helix packing angles seen within this family (Pastore et a,1., 1988) . The other two pairs have RMS deviations lower than expected for their respective %1 values. The two helical domains within 6-phosphogluconate dehydrogenase (PGD_II and PGD_III) are closely packed together, and might accordingly be restrained to specific symmetrical conformations in spite of sequence dissimilarity. The two plastocyaninlike structures (IPLC and IPAZ) have a strong functional similarity, which might also restrict the degree to which their core Co atoms can deviate from one another.
(f) Resi,d,ue-resid,ue i,nteract,ions with,in s'ingle structures Figure 9 shows how the number of interacting residue pairs (i.e. those pairs of residues with at least one side-chain to side-chain contact) behaves as a function of the sequence length. The behaviour is approximately linear, and there are ! 1.2 interacting pairs per residue. Figure l0 shows how the number of favourable interacting residues pairs (i.e. where LE(P,0)<0) behaves as a function of the total number of interacting pairs. The behaviour is also approximately linear, and only about half of the 100 ru23L0", ot "io" "n"in 3llo ,n .onr""t 400 500 Figure 10 . How the number of residues with side-chains in an energetically favourable contact behaves as a function of the total number of residue pairs in contact. The above definition of interacting residues is somewhat strict in that it requires that there be at least one side-chain to side-chain contact (atom-atom contact < 5 A) between pairs of residues. Relaxing the requirement and defining interacting residues as those residues with Cf atoms (or built CP in the case of glycine residues) within 8 A of each other gives the analogous plot in X'igure 12. By this relaxed definition, the percentage of shared interactions tends to be highea but structurally similar proteins can still have as few as 20% of interactions in common. The greater separation between similar and v.l Figure 13 . How the percentage of residues with side-chains in an energetically favourable contact common to both structures behaves as a function ofpercent sequence identity (% I) . Interesting outliers are specified as described in X'igure 8. The broken line shows the expected percentage of favourable interactions for convergently related proteins of a similar 3D structure. dissimilar protein pairs suggests that this geometrically less rixact consideration of side-chain interactions might be more effective as a tool for protein fold recognition.
Perhaps more interesting than shared interactions are shared favourable interactions. These are interactions common to both structures that both contribute a negative pseudo-energy term (i.e. LE(P,Q) < 0). Figure 13 shows the percentage of shared favourable interactionsuersus %1. As would be expected from X'igure 10, proteins having highly similar sequences have about half of their interactions as shared and favourable (50% is the approximate maximum). However, proteins having no detectable sequence similarity have less than 35% of the total possible interactions as shared and favourable, and many distantly related structures have essentially no common favourable interactions. Many distantly related proteins have a proportion of shared favourable interactions near to that expected by chance (see broken line in X'igure 13 and Table 4 ), suggesting that many pairs of structurally similar proteins have completely different stabilising interactions.
A notable outlier in X'igures 1l and 13 is the similarity between ricin domain 2 (IAAIB_II) and interleukin L B (8lIB). This pair of proteins has a % shared interactions greater than others of a similar %/. This might be explained by the conservation of particular amino acids (and their corresponding side-chain to side-chain interactions) within the B trefoil family of proteins (Murzin et al.,lgg?) , though the fact that other B trefoil pairs of a similar YoI do not have such a high percentage of shared interactions might suggest that the ricin/interleukin-l-B similarity is fortuitous.
Unlike secondary structure and accessibility, genuine st,ructural similarities tend to have more common interactions thair dissimilar structures. In X'igures I I and 12 there is a distinct separation between structurally similar and dissimilar proteins. This difference is less pronounced for favourable pairs (X'igure l3).
(h) Complementary changes Do different interactions stabilise protein structures having similar folds? Figure 14 shows the distribution of the percentage of complementary changes aersus %1. X'or some type B and C similarities, the proportion of complementary changes is as high as 8% of the total number of possible interacting pairs. Some pairs of 3D structures with an extraordinarily high number of complementary changes are labelled in the X'igure. Many similar 3D structures have a proportion of complementary changes similar to that expected by chance (Table 4) , suggesting a fundamental difference in stabilisation. The X'igure suggests that interactions between residues at equivalent positions in similar 3D.structures can differ substantially in character, and has many implications for methods which attempt to use protein 3D structural information to find sequences compatible with a fold. In particular, methods not taking long-range interactions into account (Bowie .et al., lggl; Overington et al., 1990 Overington et al., , 1992 Johnson et al., 1993) may encounter difficulties in differentiating many genuine structural similarities from noise, since they will be unable to detect such complementary changes.
Though comparatively rare, many interesting varieties of complementary changes occur within protein structure pairs. Most involve an interaction changing from a predominantly hydrophobic pair to a charge pair or a pair of polar residues. X'ive examples are shown in X'igure 15. In all of the examples, the regions shown are extracted from a larger structural alignment and superimposition and the residues shown to be in contact f'all within core or structurally equivalent regions and all have relative accessibilities of less than 30%.
The first example (a) shows how residues interacting between a B strand and an a helix vary in one F-o-| supersecondary structure in the ulB barrel family of protein structures. In xylose isomerase (7XIA) two hydrophobic residues (Phe and Leu) are in contact; in trimethylamine dehydrogenase (ITMD) the hydrophobic residues are replaced by , charge pair (Glu and Lys); and in rubisco (8RUB_L) the two residues are cysteines (though not oxidised to form a disulphide). The second example (b) shows how residues on one sheet within the Rossmann fold family of structures differ. In glycogen phosphorylase (IGPB) two largely electrostatic interactions (Glu with Gln and Asp with Arg) are replaced by two hydrophobic interactions in G-phosphogluconate dehydrogenase (PGD; trle with Leu and Ile with Phe). The third example (c) shows how a disulphide bond around the "pir" in Ig folds (2FBJ_L constant domain in the Figure) is replaced in the antibacterial protein macromycin (2MCM) by u hydrophobic (Val-Ala) interaction. The fourth example (d) shows how a helix-strand interaction differs between two Rossmann fold domains. In glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase a histidine forms a hydrogen bond with a glutamic acid; in malate dehydrogenase (4MDH) two leucine residues are in contact. The fifth example (e) shows how an electrostatic interaction (Asp-His) within innkeeper worm haemoglobin (IITH_A) is replaced by a hydrophobic interaction (Phrlle) in the bacterial toxin colicin A (ICOL_A).
Much recent work has concentrated on attempting to predict 3D contacts in proteins of unknown structures by analysis of complementary changes in multiple protein sequence alignments (Taylor & Hatrick, 1994 Shindylav et al., 1994 Neher, 1994; Gobel et al., 1994) . The details of these studies diffea though the general conclusion is that it is not possible to predict such contacts with confidence. Though perhaps not directly comparable, the results of this study shed some light on why these predictive methods are unsuccessful. Although subtle changes to side-chains can have disastrous effects on specific protein function (e.g. Lim & Sauer, 1989) , pairs of genuinely similar 3D protein structures (even with similar, but not identical, functions) can have very different patterns of long range side-chain to side-chain interactions. This observation would suggest that the detection of long-range interactions by slight compensations in side-chain volume seen in sequence alignments may be difficult. A search for the types of complementary changes described in this study might prove more fruitful, since the change of a pair of hydrophobics to a charge pair orpair of polar residues is more likely to correlate to spatial separation (Neher, 1994) . However, Figure 14 shows that these are very rare events in proteins having similar sequences (i.e. type .4 similarities or those sequences that are alignable without resort to 3D structure comparison), so detection of such sites from multiple sequence alignments is likely to prove difficult. s"rred I€Jn+cnJ?s uta1o"rd ooJq? aql JoJ uol+€.t.Josuoc dl"redo"rd 3-o ae"rFep oq+ saor{s g elq"€;, 'o pelleq"€l oJ€ sor?rJ€lrurs C addl s€oraqa 'x s€ poiloq"el or€ sor?rr€lrurs g. pu€ y adf,1, 's1o1d ilts uH+lIA 'sraq?o ruo4 6Z11yo ?qrcq esor{} 'e'r) serlrr€lrrurs y odfqt alu"redas o+ uA{€Jp sI auII e 'a.,loqe poqlJcsop s1o1d IIts uo pue '(g"ro y edt{g. 'a'r) reluns f11euor1cun; s€ pogrss€lc ora,tt surelo"rd qcl{-^e s,{.oqs I alqel sutaqo"rd sno\o1nun snsrol sno6o7ou.r,oH fi) (q)-(r) 91 e.rnFrg (q) (e) 9rt sa"t nJnaf In"t n?cnl,?S uxa?o.t d to uotyna"t asuoC residue basis within structurally similar proteins can be as low as that for dissimilar proteins (i.e. by chance). The fraction of shared interactions (pairs of residues in contact in equivalent positions within two distantly related protein structures) can be as little as Izyo , even when a lenient definition of Cf-Cf distance is used. Structurally similar proteins can have almost no common favourable interactions, or those contributing a negative pseudo-energy term. Finally, regardless of any functional similarity, similarprotein 3D structures ofrben have a proportion of complementary changes approaching that expected by chance.
All of the results suggest that proteins can adopt very similar folds by using almost completely different interactions, and that proteins having similar 3D structures can have little in common apart from a scaffold of common core secondary structures.
The results presented here have many implications for methods of protein fold detection. The fact that the degree ofconservation ofsecondary structure and accessibility, when considered on a residue by residue basis, is similar to that for structurally dissimilar proteins, and the low proportion of residues in common cores suggests why many methods of fold detection are often unable to detect genuine 3D structural similarities. In particular, those methods that do not consider long-range interactions (i.e. side-chain to side-chain contacts), are unlikely to detect weak 3D structural similarities, since other residue by residue (i.e. one-dimensional) measures of structural similarity are not well conserved for many genuinely similar proteins.
Methods which thread protein sequences onto 3D structural templates using pair potentials Jones et a,1., 1992; Godzik et al., lgg3; Bryant & Lawrence, 1993) , are likely to fare better, though all of these methods require that similar structures should have a reasonable proportion of interacting residues in common. The small fraction of residues common to the core of distantly related proteins (as few as 28.9Yo), and the even smaller fraction of common interacting residues (as few as l2%) suggests that many protein 3D structural similarities will be undetectable even by threading methods, since k"y interactions are likely to be modelled incorrectly Our findings suggest that it is more general features of protein structure, such as having hydrophobic residues buried in the core of proteins, and polar residues on the surface, rather than particular residue-residue interactions that determine how well a particular sequence adopts a particular fold. If detection of similar folds having little in common outside of their core secondary structures is to become a reality, efforts should concentrate on such general principles, and on methods for modelling large loop regions that are likely to differ between similar 3D structures.
The results provide little insight as to whether structurally similar proteins have evolved by divergence or convergence. However, the fact that there is no detectable difference between pairs of structures that are functionally similar and those that are not (at a similar %1) suggests that it may be impossible to discern divergence from convergence. Those proteins that were defined as type,B similarities are ofben thought to have a common ancestor. X'or example, it seems very likely that the aspartic proteinase lobes (i.e. N and C-terminal domains in the Table 5 How conserua,tion of structural features uaries across the type A, B and, C si,mi,larities shown i,n F,igure Domains compared are given by their Brookhaven code, chain identifier and the range of residues used. Type gives the type of structural similarity as defined in the text. Equiv gives the number of strands (S) and loops (L) common to the two structures. %oI = percent sequence identity; "/o sec. id. = percent three-state secondary structure identity; N"o," = number of common core residues; RMS = root mean square deviation for best fit of equivalent core Co atoms; "/o same acc. = percent of residues having the same accessibility category; Yo shared = percent of residurresidue contacts common to the 2 structures; % shared fav = percent of favourable residurresidue contacts common to the 2 structures. More details are given in the text. 3.2-34.r %oI = percent sequence identity; %o sec. id. = percent three-state secondary structure identity; % in common core = number of common core residues; RMS = root mean square deviation for best fit of equivalent core Cn atoms; % same acc. = percent of residues having the same accessibility category; % shared = percent of residurresidue contacts common to the 2 strrrctures; % shared fav = p"r"unt of favourable residue-residue contacts common to the 2 structures. More details are qiven in the text. eukaryotic structures) are related both to each other (i.e. by gene duplication or exon shuffling; see Blundell et a|.,1979) and to the single viral proteinase lobes that dimerise to form a similar structure (e.g. Lapatto et al., 1989) . However, their degree of structural and sequence conservation is low. If one argues that the proteinase lobes are related by divergence, then, based on the degree ofstructural and sequence similarity one could argue the same for the quite obviously functionally dissimilar plastocyanin and Ig light chain variable domain shown in X'igure 1. It would seem that both the sequence and structure of similar proteins can evolve beyond recognition even when function is conserved.
